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Address of 
MARRINER S. ECCLES 

before the 
Executives' Club of Chicago 

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Illinois 
Friday Noon— September 17, 19^8

Chairman Corbett, Distinguished Guests and Members 

of the Executives' Club of Chicago, this is, indeed, a privi

l e g e  and a pleasure for me to meet with the business leader

ship of this great city. I never appear before a group to 

talk but that I am reminded of what happened to me one evening 

when I was invited to speak to the editors of the McG-raw-Hill 

Publishing Company. There were about thirty or forty of them 

and as we were having dinner I turned to one of my associates, 

who was an assistant while I was Chairman, and said to him, 

"Elliott, as I look around I know a great many of these men 

and I am Just wondering if I have spoken to this group before.1'

He said very seriously, "I am sure that you have 

notjbecause if you had you wouldn't be here tonight."

[Laughter]

So it is quite apparent that I have not spoken to 

this group before on the basis of that reputation! ,

Your chairman spoke of the rough ride that I had 

had on the Potomac. I rather feel that it was somewhat of, 

maybe, a fortunate ride. He spoke of the fact that my 

resignation had been in the President's desk. I think I
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need to clarify that statement to this extent. The members of

the Federal Reserve Board are appointed by the President and
(r

confirmed by the Senate for terms ev©«y fourteen years. I had
-* 0'v''V4_ c #v2>

ten years of my term to run. vjfhe Chairman of the Board''

eby, the President toby tne pr$

serve for a term of four years, -ao jba the Vice Chairman.

Mr. Truman neither appointed me as a member of the

.t Wets always :Board nor did he designate me as Chairman*
fy/O

my belief— and I argued before the committees of Congress^ 

the Banking Act of 1935  mnrip-tharfr proviolon— that the Chairman 

should serve at the pleasure of the President because he wete 

the liaison between the Federal Reserve System and any admin

istration that may be in power at any given time. I did not 

succeed in getting that provision in the statute— that the 

Chairman serve at the pleasure of the President. However, as 

far as I was concerned, it seemed impractical that I, as 

Chairman, should undertake to be a liaison if I was persona yv<t̂ - 

grata with the President.

So I said to Mr. Truman, HYou did not designate me, 

and I want you to know that I will make available the chairman

ship any time that you may desire.11 He assured me upon that 

occasion and others that he would not hear of it. But^ when 

my term as Chairman— the four years— did expire, which was 

last January., without any previous notice, except about two 

days, he had John Steelrnan advise me he was not going to
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C o

redesignate me after I had served for f-ourt-eon years* Well,

I didn't feel too happy about the way the*" matter was handled.

Now, one of my friends said to me, MYou should have 

treated him in the same manner that the colored preacher 

did his audience after he had been discharged. When he made 

his farewell address, he said, ’Brethren and Sistern, Ah's 

not goin* to say au revoir^to you ’cause you wouldn’t know 

what Ah meant; and Ah’s not going to say goodbye to you ’cause 

that would be for too long a time. But as Ah walks down de 

aisle a-leavin1 dis heah church, Ah would likes to call yo’ 

attention to that piece of mistletoe pinned on mah coat tail.’” 

[Laughter and applause]

I have been away from Washington nearly a month^and "\ 

4 have been up in Canada^-Banff, Lake Louise, and Jaspexv-and 5

not have either thewas out"-lijf* my home in Utah.

inclination fcor the opportunity to prepare a written speech^ 
a/wA-

Th^efore^^I am going to have to ask that what I say today be 

off the record. I do feel that it is one thing to speak on 

the record before the committees of Congress when you have 

no choice as to whether or not you will go up there, but it 

is quite another thing to speak Spf~ the record under these 

circumstances and during these critical times, and quite 

p n n t . tn opoflir n n without preparing a state- 

ment. Thor^foye ^ if the press will be good enough to trig 

what I may say off the record, I will be glad to meet them
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in the press conference after the meeting. I have nothing to 

say, but if they have some questions I can indicate whether 

or not I can answer them on the record.

Now, getting down to some of the serious problems 

I know you expect and you want me to discuss, that is^

the development of the inflationary situation thetty  we all ocKjl 

confronted wSrfefe, and some of the causes and the effects of the 

situational am going to read just briefly^sf*statement Ijkswfc I

si&erAftg-tte#?7 Joint Committee on 'Economy Report, which is known 

as the Taft Committee, on April 13th. This is the statement 

I made on behalf of the Board. I just want to give you this 

excerpt from it:

“Never in our memories has the world been pervaded 

by greater fears, confusion, and discouragement arising chief

ly because of the disappointments of the past and the uncer

tainties of the future* great hopes we had during the war 

for achieving a lasting peace in a prosperous world have been 

steadily diminished because && a few ruthless and despotic 

men wfee hold a sword of Damocles over the heads of a free 

peoples throughout the world. It is difficult, if not im

possible, to plan for a rational economic future either at 

home or abroad while that sword hangs over us. We think that 

the prospect of removing the threat by peaceful means will be 

immeasurably enhanced the sooner we assert our moral, and#
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our physical power to establish the foundations for

peace before we are engulfed by the economic and £ke» social

problems which grow more menacing^the longer the establishment
i/

of a firm basis for a permanent peace is delayed.

When the defense program was started in 19^0, we 

had a great cushion of unemployment, of excess food, of idle 

productive facilities. It was not long untiHL, however,^the 

excess capacity of men, material, and plants had been utilized. 

That was brought about by war defense and soon thereafterjVar 

financing. The war financing would not have brought about the 

inflationary situation had it all been financed currently out 

of taxes.

But that was not done. It possibly could not have 

been done. It never has been done in any country and we 

financed during the entire war only about per cent of its 

cost, which was over $&00 billion, out of taxes. The balance 

of it was financed out of borrowing and the public debt went 

up from something around $^5 billion to $270 billion in the 

short space of five years. A very substantial part of that 

public debt was financed by the banking system, which was the 

process of creating money. Money comes from bank credit— and 

I won1 t go into the mechanism of how that is brought about 
&•

except that is a fact.
A

So &t the end of the war, the expansion of bank 

deposits and currency had increased about three times. In
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addition to that, the public held large quantities of govern

ment securities which were the equivalent of cash.

We wanted to prevent inflation during the war when 

k5 per cent of our entire productive capacity and goods were 

being devoted to the sustaining of the war and the balance was 

left for the civilian population. The money supply in the 

hands of the civilian population equaled 100 per cent because 

the goods available for war were not available for purchase 

by the civilian population who produced the goods, but they 

had the money they got for the production. Therefore,

you had a very large supply of money and a growing supply of 

money without a growing supply of goods available to the 

civilian population.

In order to prevent inflation during the war, the 

harness of controls was put into effect— price control, ration

ing, allocation of scarce materials, building permits, wage 

controls, export licenses, and excess profit taxes. It was 

perfectly natural that when the war ended there would not be 

a supply of goods and services available to meet the demand 

and available purchasing power.

Now, inflation is a condition where the means of 

payment in the hands of those will spend it exceed the

supply of goods and services available— and you certainly
--~x

that condition. You had a terrific potential inflation. 

You had a backlog of demand that had accumulated for many
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goods and services over a period of five years. In addition 

to that, you had what was the normal current demand which you 

would have had^ had there been no war. So immediately there 

was what was the current demand plus everybody1s desire to 

get what was the backlog of demand.

So What we have had since the war ended is an attempt 

on the part of the American people and American business to 

not only satisfy their current demands, but to satisfy this 

backlog demand. It was not physically possible to produce 

what would be the equivalent of seven years in housing, auto

mobiles, and many goods in a period of two to three years.

The miracle is that we have not had far more inflation. If 

it had not been for the great faith of the public in the 

government and the purchasing power of the dollar— in which 

they have been deceived, I think, in many instances— we cer

tainly could have had far more inflation tha't we have had.

Now, to make this inflationary situation even worse, 

we have had recently an expanding military program without a 

terminal point. We have had an expanding European Aid Program, 

and there is no terminal point to that. A world aid program 

would be better. Right in the face of that, we cut taxes 

about $5 billion. So the most important anti-inflationary 

weapon wh-ich we had in the kit, which was a budgetary surplus, 

has practically disappeared.

The taking off of the controls was a tragic
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mistake— and that mistake was made, not last year, but i-%—was 

made in 19^5. Practically every control was taken off before

the end of 19̂ 5. price control on, but price con-
x /\

trol was completely useless without rationing, without

allocation, without wage control, and without the other harne

All it did was to play into the

black market— the racketeers, -â d^tfe^y were the strongest

advocates for a continuation of price control. They were

just like the bootleggers during prohibition^^ythey wanted

prohibition continued; and vso d.id the black market operators

want price control continued. It was ineffective when you

took the controls off.

Mr. Vincent and Mr. Snyder strongly advocated the

taking off of the excess profits tax. Now, I am not saying

that the Republicans who were not in control of Congress at

that time raised any objection to taking off these controls.

[Laughter] Neither am I saying American business and farmers

and labor raised objection to it. Everybody wanted them off

except^labor wanted wage controls offjH$o\it fehey wanted price

controls left onj business wanted wage controls left on, but

wanted excess profit taxes taken off: ;ffhe farmer wanted the

ceiling taken off of his farm products he wanted a floor

kept on them: Jfhe banker wanted higher interest rates as a 
)

means of controlling credit, but h e wanted no other means on
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the part of the Federal agencies to control his banking 

perat ons. ^

Well, you know the story. t
||%a‘*Uv*s I I w* v^Aa- < w h  “• " w-o/m vvfc

by the Republicans and^the American public

The longer inflation goes, the more serious will 

be the adjustment. You have already created a terrific dis

equilibrium. Business as a whole, and the farmer and 

organized labor have not suffered by inflation. The income 

of business after taxes has more than doubled. I am speaking 

nationally. The Income of the farmer has gone up more than 

two and a half times since 19^1. The wages of organized labor4*p> 

not taking into account their inefficiency, which in many 

cases is appalling— has likewise doubled.

On the other hand, you have the great mass of the 

unorganized groups, the pensioners, people living on annuities, 

the white collared groups, and the returned veterans— many 

of them were not members of unions. The union members are 

about 1^ million out of about 60 million people employed.

That group is hurt, and in order to keep up their standard 

along with the groups that have been benefited, they have 

used up some of their savings. They have cashed in their “E11 

bonds and they have gone into debt.

Consumer credit since the war ended has practically 

doubled. Installment consumer credit has more than doubled.
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Mortgage debt on housing has almost doubled in the past two 

years. We have been getting the little fellow in debt to 

purchase inflated houses in the last two years at the rate of 

around §9 billion a year.

Now, true, you can have inflation as long as you 

keep up the process of getting the public living beyond their 

incomes by the process of consumer credit, mortgage credit, 

or bank credit that is not tied directly to the production 

that would not be produced without the bank credit. On top 

of all of this inflationary effect, as I say, you have had the 

Federal Government and the states and municipalities carrying 

out public works and public projects. Bo what you should be 

holding today for a cushion for a deflationary period^ips^ 

public works ̂ public roads, not only on the part of the 

Federal government but on the part of all the municipalities 

and state s.' that, have been passing soldier J
? JlZ. ^

bonuses and increasing the \purchasing power% debtjand

, H / u / h -
sustaining the inflation. f.

You have had the Federal government stimulate this 

housing program on the one hand while they are talking about 

controlling inflation on the other

mortgage which is known as Title . We have had the veterans’ 

housing program which has been another stimulation. We have

had the RFC to provide credit where banks did not. . Ju
(fk

Bo we have been perfectly inconsistent.. Jhe

jl

4 T
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Government t^lks about controlling inflation through various 

means ©a~$he one hand and they do the very thing that tends 

to s»*xaixi IT and create it ...on the other liaflCC

You have got what we call parity payment in the case

of the farmer. The Department of Agriculture talks about the
i

reduction of production so as to be able to sustain prices.

It appears now that we are going to get some surpluses and^ 

with the G-overnment bound to maintain parity, they are going 

to have to buy up the surpluses and therefore there is a 

feeling that production should be restricted so they will not

have to buy up the surpluses.
-J

xNk, you see, are not dealing with the economic 

facts of life— neither the government, nor business, nor the 

farmers, nor labor. It is unfortunate that we did not keep 

controls on. It is too late to put them on now. First of all, 

the public would not accept ii. It is like humpty-dumpty on 

the wall. You just cannot put it together again, and one 

control without all of the others would be pyefrfry useless.

You must have the entire harness, and^any such a 

regimentation in peacetime^'ion1 is practical or

possible without a greater degree of education and understand- 

ing than the publicAhas.

There are some things that could be done. I am 

going to just give you what I said off the cuff the other day 

before the Committee of Congress if I have it here. I am
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not sure that I do. This was before the Committee; and it 

read fairly well, so I possibly could not say it any better.

"What we are interested in this time, of course, 

is not so much recrimination. What we are interested in is 

what can be done^at this late date^ to overcome« as far as 

possible^ the mistakes of the past. I do not believe it i# 

practical to put back a complete harness of wartime inflation

ary controls.*1

The press can get this because this is what I said 

before the Committee of Congress.

111 do not believe that to put back some and leave 

off others would do the job. I do believe that it is too late 

to avoid a serious deflationary adjustment at some point. The 

disequillibrium and^distortions have already been created and 

the public are in debt. I do believe that the inflation can 

go further if nothing is done and if budgetary deficits 

develop," that is, if we don't have the budgetary surplus,

"it can be long postponed^ and can be catastrophic in its 

ultimate effect the longer it is postponed. I do believe that 

the sooner inflationary development is stopped the less serious 

the adJustmentjOr the deflationary development, will be.

"I do believe it essential that credit controls.ads©-©* 

sufficiently broad power and authority, both in consumer 

credit and bank reservesfield^be made available. That can Isê  

at the present, the most useful^ and. the most practical and
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the most effective.11

Of course, budgetary surpluses would be more 

effective than anything, but that is not something that you 

can get quickly.

“I do believe that everything within the power of 

the administration and the Congress should be done to maintain 

or to secure a budgetary surplus. I do believe that the FederafL 

Government should do everything within its power to encourage 

the States and cities to postpone every expenditure that it 

is possible to postpone^ and to set an example to the states 

by doing likewise. I do believe that the Federal Government 

should not, for what seems to me political reasons, encourage 

a housing program in excess of the capacity of labor and 

material available, and encourage further inflation thereby.

I do believe that the Federal Government should do everything 

in its power to bring down food prices, to take off floors 

if necessary, and to encourage more and not less productionM—  

at least at this time.

"I do believe that we should...* and I may sound 

naive in this regard^ * adjourn political considerations,*

and I say that for both parties, #and to consider honestly
w*»

and openly in the interest of all the people/the economic 

facts of life.11

In the beginning of my statement, I quoted from a 

statement that I had read on the 13th of April, which you
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will observe, recognized that our domestic inflationary 

situation could not be dealt with, no matter what we did^ 

adequately as long as we did not have a basis for peace in 

the world. So long as we have a burden of world aid to pre

vent communism from engulfing the world^and so long as we 

feel it necessary and urgent to spend the billions we are for 

a preparedness program, it is pretty difficult to deal with 

these economic problems on the domestic front. We cannot and 

do not operate in a vacuum.

Therefore, I think that we must be realistic in 

dealing with this foreign situation, and I cannot help but 

feel that the results of the past three years have not been 

very fruitful. It is apparent to all of us that the world 

situation has been rapidly deteriorating. We have not kept 

pace with the developments, at least sufficiently, to even 

maintain a status quo which was entirely unsatisfactory. But 

it seems that we may have lost ground.

We must have a basis for world peace, and we must 

have it soon. If we must risk war while we have the atom 

bomb and the enemy does not have it, then we had better risk 

it now rather than be forced into it at a time when, with all 

of our preparation— and preparation is relative— we may be 

less well prepared than the enemy.

A program of preparedness is all right if it is 

preparedness for offense. But a preparedness program for
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defense does not seem /to me to make too much logic. If a 

preparedness programJmeana anything in the present situation, 

it means an armament and an irmmrnt rm iiirr ultimately

leads to war— and in this instance it would be an atomic war.

We may not be the ones to choose the time. 

Democracies seldom, if ever, do. The British and the French 

were sufficiently prepared to stop the ^nmrirnr" and enforce 

the conditions of the Versailles Treaty in 193^ and ’35 and 

’36, even though they were less prepared than they were in 

*39 when they were entirely unprepared to deal with Hitler.

We were well prepared to stop the Japs from going 

into Manchukuo when they broke the Nine-Power Pact. But even 

though we were possibly much better prepared at the time of 

Pearl Harbor, relatively we were jaffprepared.

It seems to me that we are confronted with these 

very difficult alternatives. We carry on a preparedness pro

gram of an expanding amount of money— $15 billion this year, 

eleven last and eighteen or twenty next. Who knows? The more 

Inflation you get, the more money it takes. A world aid pro

gram to hold our position! All of that means that we are 

getting weaker in a sense. We are getting weaker in an 

economic sense on the home front while our enemy is getting 

stronger.

It seems to me, then, that we are confronted with 

either wrecking ourselves ultimately on the rocks of
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inflation;or destroying the very system that we are preparing 

to save by the adoption of such rigid controls that we would 

be, in essence, a totalitarian economy ourselves to ..prevent

to control the domestic situation^or the third alternative 

is to find ways and means pj£e4i^ shortly of forcing a basis 

of peace in order that we can avoid the catastrophe that we 

will be ultimately confronted with if we do not face up to 

these very unpleasant alternatives.

D In th&t connection, I would like to give vou some/? 

quotations from^noc^o yier than Major G-eneral Dean. Ho wrcHyO a—  

, , b & o k — ^United States Military Mission in 

Moscow Throughout the Period of Our War Alliance with the 

Soviets.** Nobody could know better than he the situation.

What does he say? "If. the record up until the end 

of the war was not sufficient to clarify Soviet intentions, 

certainly all doubts should have been dispelled by February 9, 

19^6, when Stalin reaffirmed the doctrine of Marx and Lenin 

in exhorting his people to extraordinary efforts in the 

preparation for the inevitable wars which must be expected 

so long as the capitalistic system exists.%

**In a sense, we are fortunate that the issue is so 

clearly drawn. Never before in our history have we had so 

much advance warning of the peril which confronts us. Never 

has it been more important to take preventive measures to 

avoid the dangers which lie ahead and to prepare to overcome
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them if they prove to be unavoidable. This is going to require 

American leadership which is crystal clear as to our own 

objectives and which is supported in pursuit of them by a 

unified public opinion. Most important, we must adopt a 

program which is designed not to defend our American way of 

life passively, but offensively, to counteract constructively 

those forces which threaten it.

Again, Soviet leaders would probably have used the 

threat of the Red Army with much greater abandon 'wSlbj^hs^ 

thdttgUt that they know that we still have a strategic air force 

whereas they have none that is comparable to it, that we still 

have naval supremacy despite the number of our ships that are 

inactive and above all that we alone have the atom bomb. Un

til the Soviet Union has atom bombs of her own, she will be 

restrained from crossing swords with those who have and the 

chances of obtaining our objective by peaceful means will be 

enhanced immeasurably if we are prepared to defend our 

position by force at any point where it is threatened.

^Nothing induces greater restraint on the part of the 

Soviet leaders than a display of strength by their adversaries*!

I have just one/more^-th^rftg^t-Winston Churchill, that 

great British wartime leader, in an address before the 

Parliament on February 23rd of this year, said: 11 The best 

chance of preventing war is to bring matters to a head, to 

come to a settlement with the Soviet government before it is
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too late. This would imply that the western democracies would 

take the initiative in asking the Soviet for a settlement.

It is idle to reason or to argue with the communists. It is, 

however, possible to deal with them on a realistic basis and 

in my experience they will keep their bargains only as long 

as it is in their interest to do so} which mighty in this grave 

matter^be a long time once things are settled.

111 said that the possession of the atom bomb would 

give three or four years' breathing space, perhaps it may be 

more than that. But more than two years of these years have 

already gone. I cannot think that any serious discussion 

which it may be necessary to have with the Soviet government 

would be more likely to reach a favorable conclusion if we wait 

until they have got it, too. We may be absolutely sure that 

the present favorable situation cannot last.n

What I have said on this last subject is entirely 

out of my field of monetary banking and credit control. But 

I cannot think in terms of a domestic economic social problems 

when every problem 1°°% §■% whether it is taxes,

whether it is appropriations for^for^ign aid, or whether it is 

inflation, goes back to Russia. That is the controlling

factor at the present time, not only of the foreign situation, 

but of our domestic situation.

You have been very patient and I possibly have 

talked too long. What I have said has been off the record,
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and I appreciate very much your attention.

I thank youl [The audience arose and applauded.]
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